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WHERE WHY HOW 
Faster conveyor lines. 
STABULON™ can be placed by hand or with any palletization 
system. PRODUCTION / OPERATIONS Higher productivity 

No investment and maintenance to use STABULON™. 
STABULON™ prevent lower boxes from crushing. Reduced over-all packaging costs 
Decreased composition of corrugated cases. 

Reduce use of stretch film up to 70 %  Control of stretch wrap budget. 
Allows column stacking vs interlocking Best space-efficient palletization pattern. 

PACKAGING 
Co-packing and picking STABULON™  does not stick to items. 

Less floor surface needed  with higher stacked pallets. 
Allows skids break down for cross-docking. WAREHOUSING Best storage space efficiency 
Pallets can be used in fully automized storage. 
Adding layers of products on skids with maximized stability. 
Optimised volume loading of trucks and containers. TRANSPORT Reduces transportation costs 

Protection of loaded skids 
Less time to load and unload trucks and containers. 

QUALITY Managing product damages Eliminates  product damages. 

SAFETY 70% of accidents in the transportation industry occur during loading and 
unloading operations 

Elimination of personal injuries due to products falling when fork 
lifting, loading and unloading racks & trucks. 

ENVIRONMENT Caring for the future 100 % recyclable, reusable and repulpable 

Case study:    Increasing products per skid & cost reduction  
 

 

    Shipping supplies:   use of ANTI-SLIP PALLET PAPER 
                                                                               will result in  

                                                   « COST SAVINGS & GREEN WAY »  
                                                                                                    Contact : Yves Beaudin, Sales & Marketing

Anti-slip “tier” sheets STABULON™ maximize stability and protection of  goods palletized on 
conveyors or handle on lift and shipping by trucks. Coefficient of  friction can go up to a 60° angle . 
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Email : y.beaudin@expal.com     Website : www.cgp-expal.com  

STABULONTM Contributes to a sustainable environment. 
 100 % recyclable  

 Made of  98 % recycled materials 

 Caliper : 8 to 14 point ( 3 to 10 times thinner than any standard board)                     

 Out-perform standard  board  and improve STABILITY on skids: 

 - Reduction of other packaging materials 

 - Helps column-stacking 

 - More layers of  products per skid 

Opportunity                                    
A pet food manufacturer was looking for cost reduction 
opportunities. The packaging is plastic bags weighing 16 
lbs. Bags have the highest COF to be obtained for the 
outer ply (spec is 0.5 min). The  manufacturer  was  only 
able to get 5 layers per pallet and can not double stack 
skids. They wanted to palletize 11 tiers per skid. 

Solution 
CGP EXPAL Inc. supplied the anti-slip sheets STABULONTM 110. 
As very flexible sheets that  take on the exact shape of the 
bags, STABULONTM 110 sheets increased interlocking between 
bags and prevented  them from sliding.  
 

Results 
The pet food manufacturer not only achieved his goal 
of stacking 11 layers on a skid, he also was able to 
make savings on stretch wrap. 

Stabulon™     Stabupatch™     Stabumax™     Ecologistik™ 

CGP EXPAL Inc 
Manufacturer specialized in anti-slip shipping supplies in the form of layer sheets and pads, slipsheets, labels, tape, tubes and floor mats for containers & trucks. All the products are 
recyclable, reusable and repulpable and helps to stabilize  goods on pallets during handling and shipping. Works on any kind of pallets, stacking types and packages (box, bag, tray…). 

COST SAVINGS & BENEFITS  


